A collaborative approach to
school improvement,
recovery, and re-imagining.

Welcome & Introductions
Chair:
Maggie Farrar, lead SPP Associate and former interim CEO of the National College for
School Leadership
Presenters and panelists:
Professor Barry Carpenter, Oxford Brookes University and co-author of Recovery
Curriculum
Vanessa Huws Jones, SPP Associate and former LA adviser/Headteacher
Katie Fielding, Deputy Headteacher, Kingsbury Primary School, Lancashire
Helen Rowland, CEO, Focus-Trust
Liz Davison, Executive Headteacher Thornton Primary School and Wilsden Primary School,
Bradford
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Our commitment to continuous improvement
Securing continuous improvement, developing great leaders and teachers,
and giving children and young people the very best start in life is what we do
at Education Development Trust.
The Schools Partnership Programme (SPP) was developed in partnership with, and for,
schools. Established in 2014 and founded on professional peer review, it provides schools
with the essential tools and support to allow them to drive their own improvement in an
increasingly autonomous school system.
Our vision is to build a sustainable, self-improving, school-led system where partnerships of
schools are jointly responsible for the improvement of themselves and others.
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Peer review exists to help schools solve
the most pressing issues facing them
and their partnerships.”
CHAPTER: EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT TRUST’S SCHOOLS PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAMME: A COLLABORATIVE SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT MOVEMENT IN:
EDUCATION FOR ACCOUNTABILITY AND IMPROVEMENT; ED DAVID GODFREY
(FORTHCOMING) SPRINGER ED 2020.

The peer review cycle
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Stage 1: Self-review
Effective peer review starts with how
well the school knows itself. The
framework, based on enquiry
questions, supports schools in
carrying out robust self-review to help
inform the focus of the peer review.

Stage 3: Follow-up workshop and
school-to-school support
Our experience shows that where the
outcomes are owned by the staff, the long-term and
sustainable impact is more significant.
The SPP model includes a post-review improvement
workshop after the review.
The review makes use of a range of facilitation tools to get
to the root cause of issues, agree actions and broker any
necessary support from other schools in the cluster.

Stage 2: Peer review
The most effective peer reviews
have an agreed focus. An initial
conversation between the lead
reviewer and the reviewed school
is necessary to agree this focus,
which is defined by the school and
tested by the review team.
The peer review ends with a
feedback conversation where the
evidence is shared and initial
findings agreed.
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Recovery Curriculum:
Supporting compassionate leadership and
curriculum development in disrupted times
What do we mean by Recovery Curriculum in this context –
what is it and what is it not?

What does Recovery Curriculum mean to you?

Our journey and the development of the Recovery
Curriculum enquiry questions
Based on the work of Professor Barry Carpenter, Focus-Trust, Ambition
Institute and the Greenfields Consortium

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Compassionate leadership driving values and principles
Oracy and Reading as powerful vehicles for dialogue
Shared and common vocabulary
Experiential, enquiry-based approaches
Consistency / routine with clarity of purpose
Personalized, contextually driven responses
Best informed / evidence-based judgments

What were the
commonly
agreed ‘nonnegotiables’?
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How do SPP and Recovery Curriculum converge?
Stage 1: Self-review

Stage 2: Peer review

Using the SPP framework or
Recovery Curriculum lines
of enquiry to reflect how well
the school knows itself.

Agreed focus.

Using the enquiry questions
to support schools in carrying
out robust self-review to help
inform the focus of the peer
review.

Feedback conversation using
evidence to celebrate successes
and define next steps.

Structured conversation to
discuss and agree a line of
enquiry and areas to explore.

Stage 3: Follow up workshop
and school-to-school support
Staff ownership of the outcomes
– to ensure that the long-term
and sustainable impact is more
significant.
Post-review improvement
workshop – using a range of
facilitation tools to get to the root
cause of issues, agree actions
and broker any necessary
support.
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How do the core principles of peer review help in
developing and maintaining a Recovery Curriculum?
The spirit of enquiry – What are we learning about ourselves? What do we believe and hold to be true?
Structured and robust – This means something and is important!
Collaborative agency – Done with, not to, the school – empowering and enabling.
Alignment – Agreed ways of how we do things! Taking action.
Sharing the responsibility and commitment – Building deeper relationships.
Expert and evidence-led – Credibility and authenticity.
Open and trusted – Giving (and receiving) inner strength and resilience.

Committed to better outcomes for all – Everyone recovering through….
Committed to continuous improvement – The cyclical nature and the flexibility of the framework.
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The act of engaging in collaborative curriculum review
can support adults as well as children to re-engage and
recover
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Control

Community

Commitment

Challenge

I have a sense
of control over
my daily life

I get to
experience
positive
interactions
with others

I feel that I am
part of
something
important

I can stretch
myself without
getting
overwhelmed

We recommend the free guide from Mercer UK.
Mental health and the coronavirus:
A best practice guide to protecting the
mental health of the workforce.

Think Piece –
A Recovery Curriculum: Loss and Life for our
children and schools post pandemic
Barry Carpenter, CBE, Professor of Mental Health in Education, Oxford Brookes University.
Matthew Carpenter, Principal, Baxter College, Kidderminster, Worcestershire.

See further – http:// www.recoverycurriculum.org

“Rebuilding”
“Schools should make decisions based on the needs of
each individual child.
Some children have lost a lot of time.”
Amanda Spielman
Ofsted Chief Inspector of Schools
BBC Radio 4 interview, 6th July 2020.

The Recovery Curriculum
▪ a construct
▪ built on compassionate leadership
▪ aims and values
▪ best informed judgements

▪ a personalised response

5 Losses and Ofsted Report
Outcomes (November 2020)
➢ of Routine … regression, e.g. toilet training.
➢ of Structure … pencil grip, holding a knife and fork.
➢ of Friendship … loss of social interaction; children playing in silence.
➢ of Opportunity … mental distress; self-harm/eating disorders.
➢ of Freedom … loss of stamina and of physical fitness.

Loss Generates 4
Consequences
▪

Bereavement

▪

Attachment

▪

Anxiety

▪

Trauma

“Lockdown Anxiety”
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Royal College of Psychiatrists, May 2020

'Anxiety is a key block to
learning. It can prevent the
imprint on the brain.'
McCulloch, A. (2008)
‘Mental health and teaching’

The anxious child
is not a learning child!

The 5 Levers
Lever 1: Relationships – Reach out to greet; don’t automatically expect them to
return joyfully.

Lever 2: Community – Engage, listen, understand, grow together.
Lever 3: Metacognition – Explicitly scaffold teaching to grow confidence as a
learner.
Lever 4: Transparent Curriculum – co-construct to show them how you are
addressing the gaps.

Lever 5: Space – to be, to rediscover self-image, concept, esteem and confidence.
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Phases of the Recovery
Curriculum
❖ holistic recovery, for all

❖ focused recovery … a personalised, needs-led
approach
❖ deep recovery – enabling a longer period of
exploration of the trauma

Curriculum calibration
“Before we can hope to return to a full curriculum, we must
re-calibrate children’s learning, including the state of their
mental health which, if poor, will ultimately undermine their
potential attainment and achievement.”
Carpenter, B. (2021 – in press)
“From Recovery to Resilience “

In Tutt, R. & Williams, P., ‘How to Maximise Emotional
Wellbeing and Improve Mental Health; the essential guide to
establishing a whole school ethos.’
London: Routledge

Schools Partnership Programme describes the Recovery
Curriculum as “a systematic, relationships-based approach to reengaging children in learning” – recovery through curriculum, as
well as recovery of the curriculum.
They encourage schools to “collectively explore the thinking that
forms … the bedrock of the Recovery Curriculum lines of enquiry.”
Schools can do this through peer review, an approach that is
underpinned by a constant process of enquiry and scrutiny within
and between schools, in trusted partnerships.

Barry Carpenter Education
International Educational Consultant

A link to a resource pack of practice
examples and useful resource will be
sent as follow up
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Free download - www.booksbeyondwords.co.uk

Panel and audience discussion

How have school leaders turned the
thinking into practice?
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“More than ever…
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Final Comments

… we need a curriculum diet that revives, nourishes and sustains the child. If
we fail to deliver this, we will have some educationally malnourished children.”

If children…
… see no relevance in the curriculum they are offered in this moment in time,
they will reject it; their issues will be compounded, and their needs will go unmet.
More than ever we need compassion, kindness and creativity in teaching. We
need bold teachers, ‘nimble leadership,’ and a belief that education is the key.”
Professor Barry Carpenter ( 2021 – in press)

The Curriculum post pandemic:
Design and Destiny
- Match or mismatch?

- Pitch and pace?
- Relevance and responsivity?
- Healing and hope
- Agency and attribution
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Evidence for Learning offers a ‘wrap around’ approach.
It celebrates the child with SEND as an engaged learner; it
captures the child’s attainment at their point of learning
need and celebrates it.

www.evidenceforlearning.net
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‘Many things can wait; the child
cannot. Now is the time his bones are
being formed and his mind is being
developed. To him, we cannot say
tomorrow; his name is today!’
- Gabriela Mistral

Barry Carpenter Education
International Educational Consultant

Contact details
www.barrycarpentereducation.com
www.engagement4learning.com
http://www.recoverycurriculum.org
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Thank you for joining us
Everyone that joined us will be sent a recording of today’s session
as well as a set of resources compiled by Barry Carpenter.
If you are new to SPP, we’ll send you a pack to introduce you to the
programme and how it leads to impact. And please get in touch – we love
to talk. There are a number of ways to work with us.
Already a part of the SPP community?
Remember you can access the Recovery Curriculum lines of enquiry on
the SPP Members Resource area on the website.
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partnerships@educationdevelopmenttrust.com
0118 902 1661
SchoolsPartnershipProgramme.com
Follow us on Twitter: @EdDevTrust_SPP

